
collect the available information about companies’ ESG performance in one 
public place

see how much insight we can gain into companies’ behavior using this data 

identify gaps or weaknesses with the available data

lobby for greater disclosure of that information

WikiRate’s Quantitative Metrics System
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Researched Metrics
�ey are containers for storing “raw data”:

Calculated Metrics
Formula metrics: Allow mathematical and logical operations to be performed on 
metric data.

Score metrics: value judgements to a metric by mapping its range of possible values 
onto a 0 -10 scale.

WikiRating: calculates a weighted average for a number of Score metrics and pro-
duce a 0 -10 score that measures how well companies perform on a theme. 

low-level numerical indicators 
binary or categorical answers to questions
pre-existing ratings of company performance as produced by external re-
search

Metrics Marketplace
Any user can nominate metrics that are important to them. �e Metrics Market-
place is designed to avoid sprawling mass of undi�erentiated metrics. 

WikiRate Index of Transparency (WRIT)
�e Metrics Marketplace will allow the automated calculation of "WikiRate Index 
of Transparency" (WRIT) score for each company. WRIT will work by produc-
ing an importance score for every researched metric that takes into account both 
the direct importance votes on that metric, but also the importance score of every 
calculated metric that uses it.

Goals

Peer Produced Data: An interface which displays to 
users source documents in one part of the screen, and 
questions about their contents with �elds to submit 
answers in the other. Users assess what the answer 
should be based on the source document(s).

Data Extraction: An easy-to-use Information Ex-
traction framework, named easIE 
(http://easie.iti.gr), was developed to gather ESG 
data from publicly accessible Web sources and inte-
grated into WikiRate's database.

Core Concepts
WikiRate can be used to collectively: 

establish what the impacts of a corporation’s activities are;

identify the types of data that can be used to track companies’ perfor-
mance; 

�gure out which questions are the most important to ask;

�nd the answers to those questions where thes are publicly available and

push companies to disclose them when they are not arleady available

WikiRate is a Collective Awareness Platform for Sustain-
ability and Social Innovation (CAPS) project with a mission to 
design and build a platform for “crowdsourcing better compa-
nies”.

WikiRate.org - Leveraging Collective Awareness to understand companies’ 
Environmental, Social and Governance performance.
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